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About Me…

● Born in London but moved to Manchester in 2020

● 5 year career in PR and Content Marketing

● Now in my 11th month with NeoMam



The team…



We create online digital PR content like this…



That gets featured on news sites like these…







I joined NeoMam because we create 
content that people want to share…



…but what makes a great story
with hero content?





They always ask questions about their 
concepts and what it should do…



Does their idea spark debate?



Does it resonate with people?



Does it appeal to a range of audiences?



But what do we really want 
from our content?



“We want every piece of content we 
launch to be educational, entertaining, 
awe-inspiring or informative.”



Inform, Educate, Entertain
…sound familiar?







Journalist-ready content should 
inform, educate and entertain…



What do I mean by this? 
Let’s break it down…



Inform 



What information are we providing to 
the media with our content?





Educate 



Does our content
teach readers something new
about a particular topic?





Entertain 



Does our copy draw readers in and 
keep them engaged with our content?





We talk a lot about ‘relevancy’ of 
content in Digital PR



But our content often finds itself at heart of debates that matter to clients…



…and sometimes create new debates on their own!



It isn’t easy!



We put a lot of pressure
on our content… 



My role is to write on-site copy that 
informs, educates and entertains…



Here’s how I do it…



Inform



Between 2018 and 2020, I worked in 
Outreach for Verve Search





We spent a lot of time obsessing about 
headlines…



Why?



“Subject lines are the most important 
part of any email, because they 
determine whether 
you’ll get an open or not”. 

“Examine how publications 
write their headlines
and mirror that in your pitches”.





Writing the Perfect Headline

● Short (>60 characters), punchy, and captures the 
essence of the story

● Adaptive to fit the style and tone of target publication

● Be specific and state the obvious



How do I apply this to NeoMam’s content?

● Short, punchy asset copy that highlights key 
information in the data

● Break up landing page copy with sub-headings to 
guide readers and journalists

● ‘Key Findings’ section with main stories highlighted









Educate



So…we have our content idea



It has a strong methodology 
and a full data set…



Our content has headlines 
worthy of the New York Times…



But why would a journalist want to 
write an article about our content?



The campaign needs to bring 
something new to the table…



Sometimes you need to bring a fresh perspective on a story…



So how do we do this in our copy?



Educating with our Content

● Prioritise the most interesting/newsworthy stories - your 
main angles that people will want to know.

● Place stories from data within a wider context to help 
people understand it. 

● Add authority to our research by supporting findings with 
quality sources and academic studies.



How do I Prioritise Stories?

● What is the most interesting and relevant story from 
the data? 

● How do major cities and locations perform? Are they 
at the top or bottom of key categories? 

● Does the data show any surprise winners or losers?





What makes waterfront homes in 
Wyoming so expensive?



What makes waterfront homes in 
Wyoming so expensive?

The Wyoming most people think of…



What makes waterfront homes in 
Wyoming so expensive?

But this is the waterfront view you’re paying for!



What makes waterfront homes in 
Wyoming so expensive?

More on average than to live in California…and that’s a story!



How do I Add Context for Stories?

● What is the story behind key figures in our data set? 

● How can we explain outliers in data? 

● How can we provide the reader with more information 
about our findings? 

● What do they need to fully understand the content? 





The campaign’s landing page copy



Journalists need this information for 
their story, and use it when it’s there…









The campaign’s landing page copy







Aren’t these just lazy journalists?



No!



Journalists are time-poor, and are 
subject to strict deadlines

Journalists are busy people!



We source the information and write 
journalist-ready content for them



So they spend less time having to 
research the story themselves



Which increases our chances
of links and coverage!



How do I Add Authority to Copy?

● Using official statistics, industry reports, 
articles/opinion pieces from experts in the relevant 
sector

● Academic research and studies

● Additional data from our own campaign we can feed 
in to emphasise our point









The landing page copy should fully 
explain our research to our audience



To educate readers about the findings 
of our research and what they mean



But there’s still more 
we can do at this point…



Entertain



Is it our job to entertain as digital PRs?



After all, we’re only building links…



We’re not Eastenders…so no need to cry about nofollows!



But well-written copy can 
engage and entertain readers…





Data-driven content can still be 
engaging if you pick the right topics







Content can be entertaining 
if it’s light-hearted and
people can relate to it…





Visual led content 
(and how you write about it)
can also be entertaining…







Writing Entertaining/Engaging Copy

● Adapt your tone of voice - each brand has its own 
style

● Short. Snappy. Sentences

● Light-hearted conversational style — like you’re 
sharing the story with a friend





Let’s wrap this up…



Well-written copy is often 
overlooked in Digital PR…



But imagine creating content without it! 



As a Content Producer, my job is to 
write journalist ready content



To break down complex data sets into 
clear threads and headlines



To write copy which guides the reader 
through the story of our concept



To give journalists 
everything they need to write an article 
and link back to our content



To educate, inform and entertain



I’m no Huw Edwards!



But I love writing content for NeoMam :)



Key Takeaways

● Landing page and asset copy should start with headlines that hook 
the reader in - what’s the campaign about and what’s the key story?

● Add context and new information throughout the landing page to 
inform the piece and educate readers about the substance of the 
campaign. 

● Write engaging, punchy copy to fit entertaining topics                                  
- get the tone right!
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